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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

(CRIMINAL WRIT JURISDICTION) 

WRIT PETITION (CRIMINAL) NO.________OF 2018 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

 

SIDDHARTHA VASHISHTA    __PETITIONER   

 

VERSUS 

 

THE STATE [GOVT. OF N.C.T. DELHI]         __RESPONDENT 

 

LIST OF DATES AND EVENTS 

By way of the Writ Petition, the petitioner is seeking appropriate 

order, directions in the nature of mandamus and/or any other 

writ/order/direction  to direct the premature release of the Petitioner 

by setting aside (qua the Petitioner) order dated 07-12-2018, passed 

subsequently to the  recommendations of the sentence review board 

(SRB) held on 04-10-2018 vide which the pre-mature release of the 

petitioner was rejected 

 
It is most respectfully submitted that the Sentence Review Board 

(SRB) was constituted by the virtue of the SRB Order dated 16-07-

2004 and owe its existence to the said order. Sentence Review Board 

(SRB) and its members are bound by the said order and must follow 

it in letter and spirit, but unfortunately they have been continuously 

failing to do so. 

 
The need for formation of Sentence Review Board (SRB), arose 

when Various Sates were adopting different measures while deciding 

the pre-mature release of Life-Convicts. The NHRC became 

burdened with several representations of violations of human rights of 

prisoners, which ultimately led NHRC to formulate model guidelines 

for premature release. After many deliberations by the NHRC along 
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with all the states of the Union, the model guidelines for dealing with 

the issue of premature release of life convicts were issued on 26-09-

2003 and the same were circulated to all Chief Secretaries, 

Administrators of State and Union Territories with the subject matter 

i.e. procedure/guidelines of premature release of prisoners.  

 
There after the Hon’ble Lt. Governor of Delhi finally issued Statutory 

Order dated 16-07-2004 by virtue of which the SRB came into 

existence with the following constitution. 

   
Minister in-charge of Prisons (Chairman), Principal Secretary, Home 

(Member) Secretary Law, Justice & Legislative Affairs, G. N.C.T 

(Member), District and Sessions Judge, Delhi (Member), Chief 

Probation Officer, Govt. of N.C.T. of Delhi (Member), A senior Police 

Officer nominated by the Commissioner of Police (Member), Director 

General of Prisons (Member Secretary) 

 
As per the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004, the Sentence Review Board 

(SRB), while recommending or rejecting case of any Life-convict, has 

to consider the followings:- 

1. THE REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
JAIL SUPERINTENDENT INCLUDING  

a) The circumstances under which the offence was 
committed.( premeditated or not) 

b) The particulars of the conduct and of the prisoner in 
the jail during the period of his incarceration  

c) Conduct during the period of custody and leave. 
d) Offences, if any, committed by him in jail and 

punishment awarded to him for such offence(s).   
e) A Medical Report.   
f) Other factor like work done in jail, education availed 

in jail, spiritual courses done during custody etc.  
 

2. REPORTS OF WELFARE OFFICER OF THE HOME 

TOWN AND OF DELHI INCLUDING: 

a) The family and social background.  
b) Post release opportunity for work. 
c) Neighbors opinion. 
d) Aptitude of reform shown 
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3. REPORTS RECEIVED FROM LOCAL POLICE AND 
HOME TOWN POLICE REGARDING LAW AND ORDER 
PROBLEM IF HE IS RELEASED. 

 

It is respectfully submitted that in respect of the petitioner all the 

Reports received  from various authorities including Jail Department, 

Local Police and Home town Police and Social Welfare Department 

of Home Town and Delhi have all recommended premature release 

of the Petitioner. However the respondents have failed to appreciate 

the same. 

 

The case of the Petitioner was also duly covered by a decision dated 

03-08-2018 of the Division Bench of this Hon'ble Court, whereby it 

was made clear that the SRB must act strictly as per the SRB Order 

of  16-07-2004 and is bound by the said order. 

 

 The SRB held on 04-10-2018, has failed to act as per the mandate of 

the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004 and the directions passed by 

Division Bench of this Hon'ble Court vide order dated 03-08-2018, 

thereby rejecting the pre-mature release of the Petitioner. 

 

As recorded in their own Minutes of the meeting dated 04-10-2018 

the parameters considered by the SRB in its meeting is reproduced 

as follows:- 

 
"The Board examined each case on merits in light of reports 
received from the Police and Probation officer as well as 
recommendations of the Jail authorities.  
 
All the cases put forth before the Board were discussed at 
length and considered in the light of parameters as 
mentioned in the SRB Order of 2004. Some of the areas like 
conduct of the prisoner during confinement, his/her age, the 

circumstances under which the crime was committed 
(premeditated or spur of the moment), nature & gravity of 
crime, whether the convict is a casual or habitual offender, 
his/her antecedents, apprehension by his/her family 
members, propensity for committing crime or not, 
parole/furlough availed and conduct during parole/furlough 
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as well as in jail, prospects of post release rehabilitation, 
family responsibilities, the possibility of reclaiming the 
convict as a useful member of society and his socio-
economic condition were also evaluated by the Board." 
 

SR. 

NO  

PARAMETERS CONSIDERED 

BY SENTENCE REVIEW 

BOARD (SRB) 

FACTS OF THE 

PETITIONER  

1 Conduct of the prisoner during 

confinement, 

Satisfactory  

2 His/her age, 43 

3 The circumstances under which the 

crime was committed 

(premeditated or spur of the 

moment), 

Not premeditated  

4 Nature & gravity of crime, Single murder 

Covered under 3.1 

para 1.  

5 Whether the convict is a casual or 

habitual offender, 

Not habitual 

offender 

6 His/her antecedents, Not involved in 

any other case 

7 Apprehension by his/her family 

members, 

No such 

apprehension 

8 Propensity for committing crime or 

not, 

Nil 

9 Parole/furlough availed Parole 9  

Furlough 19 

10 Conduct during parole/furlough as 

well as in jail, 

Satisfactory  

11 Prospects of post release 

rehabilitation, 

Good  

12 Family responsibilities, Old parents and 

wife 

13 The possibility of reclaiming the 

convict as a useful member of 

society 

Good  

14 His socio-economic condition Sound  

 

Hereinabove are the 14 parameters set out by the Board for 

consideration of premature release of life convicts, but have totally 

failed to consider the same in case of the petitioner. The case of the 

petitioner was rejected even though the petitioner fulfills all the above 

mentioned parameters.  

List of dates and Events are as under:- 
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18.12.2006 Consequent upon FIR No.287/1999 (PS Mehrauli, 

New Delhi) the petitioner was convicted under 

Section 302/201/212/120 IPC on 20-12-2006 and 

was sentenced RI for life and fine for Rs.54,000/- I/D 

03 years RI.  

15.03.2017       Petitioner completed 14 years of actual custody. 

06.09.2017 Pursuant to the Petitioner having completed 14 years 

of incarceration, the name of the Petitioner was sent 

to the Sentence Review Board (SRB for its 

consideration of the Petitioner’s premature release. 

However the SRB rejected the case of the Petitioner 

despite extra-ordinary conduct in jail, the case being 

not opposed in any reports filed by Police and any 

other authority and even though he fulfilled all the 

parameters laid out in the SRB order dated 

16.07.2004.   

20.02.2018     The petitioner completed 20 years in prison with 

remission and there by crossed the maximum 

prescribed period of incarceration as laid down in the 

SRB order Dated 16-07-2004 for such life convicts. 

26-07-2018  The Case of the Petitioner was again sent for 

consideration of premature release to the SRB held 

on 26-07-2018. 

                          Sentence Review Board (SRB) noted the Following 

in its meeting: 

                         That Sentence undergone including remission: 20 

years, 08 month and 02 days  

                          The Social Welfare Department, Delhi & Hometown 

have recommended premature release of the 

Convict. It further noted that the Chief Probation 

Officer Delhi has strongly recommended and 

supported the premature release of the convict in the 

meeting. SRB further noted :- 
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i) The Petitioner has no previous criminal history 
ii) Good conduct in jail  
iii) Lodgment in open jail 
iv) Not a threat to society - Police home Town 
v) Recommendation of welfare department,  
vi) No objection of the victim family,  
vii) Affirmative attitude towards own reform  
viii) Reformative activities being run in jail.  

 

However the board could not reach a consensus, 
therefore the board Deferred the premature release 
of the Petitioner.  

 
03.08.2018     The Division Bench of this Hon’ble Court in a Public 

Interest Litigation (PIL) Writ Petition N0 4863 of 2018 
passed the following directions:- 

 

                       "4  There can be no doubt that the respondents are 

bound to comply with the requirements of 
Sentence Reviewing Board Order dated 16th 
July, 2004. 

6 In view thereof, we direct as follows:- 
(i) The respondents shall ensure that the meeting of 

Sentence Reviewing Board is held at least 
quarterly in terms of requirement of para 2 of the 
order dated 16th July, 2004 and ensure that 
adjudication of the request for premature release 
are scrutinized in the light of the provisions of the 
said Sentence Reviewing Board Order. 

(ii) the Sentence Reviewing Board shall conduct a 

suo motu review of all the sentence of prisoners 
whose period of imprisonment have exceeded the 
limits of 20 years." 

 

04-10-2018 Yet again the Case of the Petitioner was sent for 

consideration of premature release to the SRB in the 

meeting held on 04-10-2018 and the relevant part of 

the minute of meeting is as under:  

                          The Social Welfare Department, Delhi & Hometown 

has again recommended the case for premature 

release. The Chief Probation Officer Delhi has also 

recommended and supported the premature release 

of the convict in the meeting. 

                          The police of Home Town and of Delhi have not 

opposed since the petitioner is not threat to society. 
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However the Principal Secretary (Law & Justice), 

Principal Secretary (Home) and Special 

Commissioner of Delhi Police (Crime) did not 

recommend the case of the Petitioner for premature 

release contrary to the record placed before the 

Board and without assigning any cogent reason.  

 
The Chief Probation Officer and Ld. ASJ  supported 

the premature release of the Petitioner noting that the 

petitioner had:- 

i) Good jail conduct,  

ii) Lodgment in Open Jail,  

iii) Offence being not premeditated,  

iv) No objection from family of victim & other 

agencies.  

 
The Chairman of the Board i.e. Hon’ble Minister for 

Home and D G (Prisons) neither opposed nor 

recommended the premature release of the 

Petitioner. 

 

It is respectfully submitted that Chairman and 
Member Secretary did not oppose or recommend 
the premature release of the Petitioner then in such 
circumstances, as per settled law, the view 
favorable to the Convict must be taken and the 
premature release ought to have been 
recommended by 4:3 by the SRB, as the above two 
members were clearly not opposed to the 
premature release of the Petitioner along with two 
other members.   
 

Be that as it may, even the three members of the 

Board, who opposed the release did so without 

considering the merits of the case and also 

completely disregarding the afore-said order dated 

03-08-2018 passed by this Hon'ble Court.  
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07-12-2018 Vide Order F.18/102/2003-Home(G)/Pt-II/2018/7455 

dated 07-12-2018, it was informed that the case of 

the Petitioner was rejected while releasing 22 (Twenty 

Two) other Life Convicts by way of premature 

release. 

  
21-12-2018 Division Bench of this Hon’ble Court in Writ Petition 

(Criminal) No 3798 of 2018 titled as Sushil Sharma 

Vs State, while allowing a Petition filed by a life 

convict has set aside the cryptic and un sound 

reasoning given to reject the case of life convicts and  

it was further held that once the State has formulated 

guidelines for the consideration of premature release 

of convicts, in accordance with law, any challenge in 

relation to the arbitrary, capricious and whimsical 

application thereof, is open to judicial review.  

 
 Further the Hon’ble Division Bench of this Court has 

held as under:- 

 

27. In view of the foregoing requirements prescribed 

by the guidelines, the SRB cannot be heard to state 

that, they are not bound by them particularly, in 

view of the circumstance that they owe their 

existence to the guidelines. The SRB, is required to 

exercise its recommendatory function strictly in 

accordance with the binding principles enunciated 

in the guidelines, from where their discretion 

emanates. The policy formulated by the Competent 

Authority is binding on the SRB and has to be 

scrupulously observed, adhered to and followed. 

 

28. In this behalf, it would be trite to observe that, an 

authority must be strictly held to the standards, by 

which it professes its conduct to be judged. 

 

29. At this juncture, we must record our appreciation 

for Mr. Rahul Mehra, learned Standing Counsel 

(Criminal) for his submission that the SRB being a 

recommendatory body owing its existence to the 

guidelines, is bound by them absolutely, although, 
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the Lieutenant Governor, who is the competent 

authority is, in turn, not bound by the 

recommendations of the SRB. The issue, therefore, 

rests there. 

 

30. The SRB is consequently bound by law, to strictly 

adhere to the guidelines, in the discharge of their 

recommendatory function, to review the sentences 

awarded to a prisoner and refer them for release, 

if so warranted by the guidelines, to the Competent 

Authority. The discretion to formulate policy and 

to frame guidelines for premature release of 

prisoners, undoubtedly vests in the State, but once 

made, the same have to be followed without 

exception. 

  

In view of the foregoing, in order to justifiably 

continue the incarceration of Sushil Kumar 

Sharma, beyond the maximum period stipulated in 

the guidelines, it is incumbent upon the State to 

provide cogent and compelling reasons for his 

further detention. 

 

However even after the Petitioner complied with all the required 
parameters set out by the SRB Order and noted in SRB minutes of 
meeting dated 04-10-2018 and after having undergone more than the 
prescribed maximum sentence envisioned in the SRB Order in 
respect of the petitioner, his case was rejected by the SRB without 
assigning any cogent reasons and without application of mind in an 
arbitrary, unfair and whimsical manner on all three occasions and 
particularly on 04-10-2018.  

 

Hence the present petition.    
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

(CRIMINAL WRIT JURISDICTION) 

WRIT PETITION (CRIMINAL) NO.________OF 2018 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

 

SIDDHARTHA VASHISHTA    __PETITIONER   

 

VERSUS 

 

THE STATE [GOVT. OF N.C.T. DELHI]         __RESPONDENT 

 

FIR NO.     : 287/1999  

UNDER SECTION   : 302 IPC 

POLICE STATION   : MEHRAULI, DELHI 

SENTENCED ON   : 18.12.2006 

SENTENCED BY   : DB of Hon’ble High Court of  

               Delhi, New Delhi in Crl. 

Appeal       No.193/2006 

SENTENCED TO   :   RI FOR LIFE  

 

WRIT PETITION UNDER ARTICLE 226 OF THE CONSTITUTION 

OF INDIA READ WITH SECTION 482 Cr.P.C FOR ISSUANCE OF 

WRIT, ORDER OR DIRECTION IN THE NATURE OF MANDAMUS 

OR ANY OTHER WRIT/ORDER/DIRECTIONS TO DIRECT THE 

PREMATURE RELEAE OF THE PETITIONER BY SETTING ASIDE 

(QUA THE PETITIONER) ORDER DATED 07-12-2018 ACCEPTING 

THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF SENTENCE REVIEW BOARD 

(SRB) DATED 04-10-2018, REJECTING THE PREMATURE 

RELEASE OF THE PETITIONER ALONGWITH AFFIDAVIT IN 

SUPPORT.  

 

TO  
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THE HON’BLE CHIEF JUSTICE 

AND HIS COMPANION JUDGES, 

OF THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI 

AT NEW DELHI. 

 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHWOTH: 

  

1. That the petitioner is a citizen of India and is invoking the writ 

jurisdiction of this Hon’ble Court seeking appropriate order, 

directions in the nature of mandamus and/or any other 

writ/order/direction to direct the premature release of the 

Petitioner by setting aside (qua the Petitioner) order dated 07-

12-2018, while accepting the recommendations of the sentence 

review board (SRB) held on 04-10-2018 vide which the pre-

mature release of the petitioner was rejected. Copy of the 

Impugned Order F.18/102/2003-Home(G)/Pt-II/2018/7455 

dated 07-12-2018 is ANNEXURE P-1.  

 

2. That in order to curtail the arbitrariness in the cases of 

premature release of Life Convicts, Section 433 A of Cr. P.C 

was introduced as follows:- 

 

Section 433A in The Code Of Criminal Procedure, 

1973 

433A. 1 Restriction on powers of remission or 

Commutation in certain cases. Notwithstanding anything 

contained in section 432, where a sentence of 

imprisonment for life is imposed on conviction of a person 

for an offence for which death is one of the punishments 

provided by law, or where a sentence of death imposed 

on a person has been commuted under section 433 into 

one of imprisonment for life, such person shall not be 

released from prison unless he had served at least 

fourteen years of imprisonment. 
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3. That Section 433 A of Cr.P.C, however did not elaborate as to 

how the life convict should be considered for premature release 

after completing 14 years of incarceration. Thereafter the state 

governments again started to arbitrarily and whimsically favour 

some inmates, by releasing them prematurely while rejecting 

the cases of similarly placed life-convicts.  This resulted in a 

plethora of complaints about Human Rights violations and 

unfair treatment being meted out to convicts across the country.  

4. That the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) was then 

burdened with several representations alleging that various 

State Governments adopt different parameters for the purpose 

of releasing life convicts. In pursuance to the same and after 

extensive deliberations with all  States, UTs and other stake 

holders, the NHRC vide its order dated 26-09-2003 passed 

guidelines in respect of premature release of the life convicts. In 

order to make the process more transparent and uniform, so as 

to avoid favoritism and discrimination. Copy of the NHRC 

recommendation dated 26-09-2003 is ANNEXURE P-2.  
 

The relevant extract of the NHRC Recommendations dated 26-

09-2003 are as under:- 

3. ELIGIBILITY FOR PREMATURE RELEASE 

 

3.1 Every convicted prisoner whether male or female 

undergoing sentence of life imprisonment and covered by 

the provisions of Section 433A Cr.PC shall be eligible to be 

considered for premature release from the prison 

immediately after serving out the sentence of 14 years of 

actual imprisonment i.e. without the remissions. It is, 

however, clarified that completion of 14 years in prison by 

itself would not entitle a convict to automatic release from 

the prison and the Sentence Review Board shall have the 

discretion to release a convict, at an appropriate time in all 

cases considering the circumstances in which the crime 

was committed and other relevant factors like; 
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a) whether the convict has lost his potential for committing 

crime considering his overall conduct in jail during the 

14 year’s incarceration; 

 

b) the possibility of reclaiming the convict as a useful member 

of the society; and 

 

c) Socio-economic condition of the convict’s family. 

 

       With a view to bring about uniformity, the State/UT 

Governments are, therefore, advised to prescribe the total 

period of imprisonment to be undergone including 

remissions, subject to a minimum of 14 years of actual 

imprisonment before the convict prisoner is released. The 

Commission is of the view that total period of 

incarceration including remissions in such cases should 

ordinarily not exceed 20 years. 

 

       Section 433A was enacted to deny premature release 

before completion of 14 years of actual incarceration to 

such convicts as stand convicted of a capital offence. The 

Commission is of the view that within this category a 

reasonable classification can be made on the basis of the 

magnitude, brutality and gravity of the offence for which 

the convict was sentenced to life imprisonment. Certain 

categories of convicted prisoners undergoing life 

sentence would be entitled to be considered for 

premature release only after undergoing imprisonment 

for 20 years including remissions. The period of 

incarceration inclusive of remissions even in such cases 

should not exceed 25 years. Following categories are 

mentioned in this connection by way of illustration and 

are not to be taken as an exhaustive list of such 

categories: 

 

a) Convicts who have been imprisoned for life for murder in 

heinous cases such as murder with rape, murder with 

dacoity, murder involving an offence under the Protection 

of Civil Rights Act 1955, murder for dowry, murder of a 

child below 14 years of age, multiple murder, murder 

committed after conviction while inside the jail, murder 

during parole, murder in a terrorist incident, murder in 

smuggling operation, murder of a public servant on duty. 

 

b) Gangsters, contract killers, smugglers, drug traffickers, 

racketeers awarded life imprisonment for committing 

murders as also the perpetrators of murder committed with 

pre-meditation and with exceptional violence or perversity. 
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c) Convicts whose death sentence has been commuted to life 

imprisonment. 

 

3.2 All other convicted male prisoners not covered by section 

433A Cr.PC undergoing the sentence of life imprisonment 

would be entitled to be considered for premature release 

after they have served at least 14 years of imprisonment 

inclusive of remission but only after completion of 10 years 

actual imprisonment i.e. without remissions. 

 

3.3 The female prisoners not covered by section 433A Cr.PC 

undergoing the sentence of life imprisonment would be 

entitled to be considered for premature release after they 

have served at least 10 years of imprisonment inclusive of 

remissions but only after completion of 7 years actual 

imprisonment i.e. without remissions. 

 

3.4 Cases of premature release of persons undergoing life 

imprisonment before completion of 14 years of actual 

imprisonment on grounds of terminal illness or old age etc. 

can be dealt with under the provisions of Art. 161 of the 

Constitution and old paras 3.4 and 3.5 are therefore 

redundant and are omitted. 

 

CLASSIFICATION FOR LIFE CONVICTS IS AS FOLLOWS:- 

Para   Category  

3.1  

Part - I  

Single Murder The Commission is of the view 

that total period of incarceration 

including remissions in such 

cases should ordinarily not 

exceed 20 years. 

3.1  

Part- II  

(Heinous ) 

Rape-Murder,  

Double Murder, 

Terrorist Acts, 

Death Commuted 

to life etc. 

Certain categories of convicted 

prisoners undergoing life 

sentence would be entitled to be 

considered for premature release 

only after undergoing 

imprisonment for 20 years 

including remissions. The period 

of incarceration inclusive of 

remissions even in such cases 

should not exceed 25 years. 

3.2 Male prisoners 

not covered by 

section 433A 

Cr.PC undergoing 

the sentence of 

life imprisonment 

Entitled to be considered for 

premature release after they 

have served at least 14 years of 

imprisonment inclusive of 

remission but only after 

completion of 10 years actual 

imprisonment i.e. without 
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remissions. 

3.3 Female prisoners 

not covered by 

section 433A 

Cr.PC undergoing 

the sentence of 

life imprisonment 

Entitled to be considered for 

premature release after they 

have served at least 10 years of 

imprisonment inclusive of 

remissions but only after 

completion of 7 years actual 

imprisonment i.e. without 

remissions 

3.4 on grounds of 

terminal illness or 

old age etc. 

Can be released before 

completion of 14 years of actual  

 

5. That based on the recommendations of NHRC the respondents 

also chosen to make similar classification of life convicts in its 

order dated 16-07-2004 and have set out minimum and 

maximum prescribed sentences  for such categories. The 

respondent notified Order No -  F.18/5/94/Home (Genl) dated 

16-07-2004, whereby the National Capital Territory of Delhi 

Sentence Reviewing Board came into force.  

 

RELEVANT EXTRACT OF SRB ORDER DT. 16-07-2004:- 

 "In supersession of this Government’s Order of even number 

dated 5th March 2004 and after carefully considering the 

proceedings dated 20th October, 1999, of the National Human 

rights Commission, New Delhi; and Commission’s letter No. 

233/20/97-98(FC) dated 26th Sept, 2003 the Lt. Governor of NCT 

of Delhi is pleased to constitute ‘the National Capital Territory of 

Delhi Sentence Reviewing Board’ to review the sentence awarded 

to a Prisoner undergoing Life sentence convicted by the Courts of 

Competent jurisdiction in Delhi and make recommendations to him 

about cases of premature release in appropriate cases and Order 

as follows:- 

2. The Board shall meet at least once in a quarter on a date and 

place to be notified to Members at least ten days in advance with 

complete agenda papers. 
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ELIGIBILITY FOR PREMATURE RELEASE 

3.1 Para 3.1 defines two categories of the Life convicts: 

i) Such convict as stand convicted of a capital offence 

are prescribed the total period of imprisonment to be 

undergone including remission, subject to a 

minimum of 14 years of actual imprisonment before 

the convict prisoner is released. Total period of 

incarceration including remission in such cases 

should ordinarily not exceed 20 years. 

(ii)   Certain categories of convicted prisoners undergoing 

life sentence would be entitled to be considered for 

premature release only after undergoing 

imprisonment for 20 years including remissions. The 

period of incarceration inclusive of remissions even 

in such cases should not exceed 25 years.). 

Following categories are mentioned in his 

connection. 

a) Convicts who have been imprisoned for life for 

murder in heinous crimes such as murder with 

rape, murder with dacoity, murder involving an 

offence under the Protection of Civil Rights Act 

1955, murder for dowry, murder of a child 

below 14 years of age, multiple murder, murder 

committed after conviction while inside the jail, 

murder during parole, murder in a terrorist 

incident, murder in smuggling operation, 

murder of a public servant on duty. 

b) Gangsters, contract killers smugglers, drug 

traffickers, racketeers awarded life 

imprisonment for committing murders as also 

the perpetrators of murder committed with pre-

meditation and with exceptional violence or 

perversity. 

c) Convicts whose death sentence has been 

commuted to life imprisonment. 

 

3.2 All other convicted male prisoners not covered by section 

433 A Cr. PC undergoing the sentence of life imprisonment 

would be entitled to be considered for premature release 

after they have served at least 10 years of imprisonment 

inclusive of remission but only after completion of 10 years 

actual imprisonment i.e. without remissions. 

3.3 The female prisoners not covered by section 433 A. Cr. PC 

undergoing the sentence of life imprisonment would be 

entitled to be considered for premature release after they 

have served at least 10 years of imprisonment inclusive of 
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remissions but only after completion of 7 years actual 

imprisonment i.e. without remissions. 

3.4 Cases of premature release of persons undergoing life 

imprisonment before completion of 14 years of actual 

imprisonment on grounds of terminal illness or old age etc. 

can be dealt with under the provisions of Art 161 of the 

Constitution of India.” 

Copy of the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004 is marked and 

Annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-3.  

 

 

6. That in view of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India Laxman 

Naskar Vs Union of India AIR 2000 SC 986, if the 

Government had framed any rule or made a scheme for early 

release of convicts, then those rules or schemes would have to 

be treated as guidelines for exercising its power under Article 

161 of the Constitution. The Apex Court further observed that, 

the Government orders rejecting the prayer for premature 

release of convicts without considering the conduct-record of 

the convicts in jail, as well as, their potential to further commit 

crime and the socio economic conditions of the convicts’ family, 

suffered from gross infirmities.  Further the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court and this Hon'ble Court on several occasions have held 

that though the State has the power to formulate policy, but 

once such policy are formulated and put into operation, then the 

same must be strictly followed in letter and spirit.   

 

7. That on 06-09-2017, pursuant to the Petitioner having 

completed 14 years of incarceration, the name of the Petitioner 

was sent to the Sentence Review Board (SRB) being covered 

under Para 3.1 para 1 of SRB Order dated 16-07-2004.. 

However the SRB rejected the case of the Petitioner despite 

having extra-ordinary conduct in jail, the case being 

recommended by the jail Department, The Welfare Department 

both Delhi and Chandigarh and no opposition from any quarter 
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including the Home Town Police and Delhi Police and despite 

fulfilling all the parameters set out in the SRB order and 

mentioned in the  minutes of meetings without assigning any 

reason.  

The observations of SRB held on 06-09-2017 in respect of the 

Petitioner was as under:- 

23. SIDDHARTHA VASHISHTHA S/O SH. VENOD 

SHARMA---AGE---42 YRS 

Sentence: Siddhartha Vashishtha s/o Sh. Venod 

Sharma is undergoing life imprisonment in case FIR 

No. 287/1999, U/S 302/201/120B IPC & 25 Arms Act, 

P.S. Mehrauli, Delhi for committing murder of a lady 

in sudden altercation. 

Sentence undergone excluding remission: 14 years, 

03 months and15 days.  

Sentence undergone including remission: 19 years, 

06 months and 26 days. 

Releases on Parole / Furlough: I. Bail 03, Parole 08 

and Furlough15 times.  

Propensity for committing crime: NIL 

Police Report: 

The Delhi Police as well as home town police have not 

opposed his premature release in their report. 

Probation officer's Report:  

The Probation Officer, Delhi as well as home town 

have recommended his premature release as he has to 

take care of his family. He has shown aptitude for 

reforms. He assisted in jail factory, teaching of 

inmates, computer training and obtained degree in 

Human Rights and presently perusing LL.B.  His 

conduct in jail as well as during parole/furlough is 

satisfactory. He also participated in Yoga, Meditation 

and other jail activities. He is presently lodged in Semi 

Open Jail. 

After taking into account all the facts and 

circumstances of the case, the Board unanimously 

REJECTS premature release of convict Siddhartha 

Vashishtha s/o Sh. Venod Sharma at this stage.  
 

Copy of the Minutes of meetings of SRB held on 06-09-2017 is 

marked and annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-4. Copy of the 

synopsis along with reports circulated before the members of 
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Sentence Review Board (SRB) for its consideration is 

ANNEXURE P-5(Colly). 

8. That it is pertinent to mention here that the SRB has not acted 

as per the mandate of SRB Order dated 16-07-2004. The 

Petitioner was not treated in a fair and impartial manner and the 

case of the Petitioner was rejected even though the case of the 

Petitioner was at better footing than most of the cases 

recommended by the SRB for premature release, in its meeting 

held on 06-09-2017.   

9. That it is most shocking to note that in the SRB meeting held on 

06-09-2017, many Life Convicts were released even though 

they were not eligible to be considered for premature release, 

while the petitioner, who fulfilled all the parameters, was denied 

the relief. Some of the instances are as under:- 

SR. 

NO  

NAME  

CONVICTED FOR  

PERIOD 

UNDERGONE 

37 Shri Pal S/o Shri Chandu Ram 

convicted for  

DOUBLE MURDER 

Excluding remission 14 

years and 2 months  

Including remission 17 

years and 1 month 

Above Case covered under Point 3.1 (PARA II) to be eligible for 

consideration of SRB on completion of Minimum 20 years with 

remission as per the SRB order 16.07.2004 

50 Gopal S/o Shri Dharam Singh 

convicted for  

DOUBLE MURDER WHILE 

COMMITTING ROBBERY  

Excluding remission 17 

years and 10 months  

Including remission 19 

years and 10 month 

Above Case covered under Point 3.1 (PARA II) to be eligible for 

consideration of SRB on completion of Minimum 20 years with 

remission as per the SRB order 16.07.2004 

REVIEW CASES OF REJECTED IN EARLIER BOARD 

MEETING DATED 09-02-2017 

1 Akbar Ali @ Javed S/o Shri 

Riyasad Ali 

Sentence 1  

COMMITTING ROBBERY 

WITH MURDER 

Sentence 2 

MURDER IN JAIL  
 

MULTIPLE MURDER 

CASES 

Excluding remission 14 

years and 11 months  

 

Including remission 18 

years and 4 month 
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10. That the above illustration clearly shows the pick and choose 

system and favoritism and discrimination being carried out in 

the affairs of the SRB. 

 

11. That after almost a period of one year, the name of the 

Petitioner was again sent on 26-07-2018 to the Sentence 

Review Board (SRB) for its consideration again, after noting 

that the Petitioner qualified all the parameters for premature 

release and not having anything adverse against the Petitioner.  

The SRB surprisingly DEFERRED the case of the Petitioner 

without assigning any reason with the following observations:- 

 

“37. SIDDHARTHA VASHISHTHA S/O SH. 

VINOD SHARMA---AGE-43 YRS. Sentence:  

Siddhartha Vashishtha S/o Sh. Vinod Sharma is 

undergoing life imprisonment in case FIR No. 

287/1999, U/S 302/201/120B IPC & 27 A. ACT, P.S. 

Mehrauli, Delhi for committing murder of a lady during 

sudden altercation (Not premeditated).  

Sentence undergone excluding remission: 15 years 

and 07 days.  

Sentence undergone including remission: 20 years, 

08 month and 02 days.  

Releases on I. Bail/Parole/Furlough: I. Bail 03 times, 

Parole 11 times and Furlough 19 times. 

Recommendation by Police: The Delhi Police and 

Home Town Police have not opposed his premature 

release in their report. It was opposed in the meeting by 

Delhi Police.    

Recommendation by Social Investigation 

Department: 

The Social Welfare Department, Delhi & Hometown 

have recommended premature release of the Convict. 

The Chief Probation Officer Delhi has strongly 

recommended and supported the premature release of 

the convict in the meeting.  

After taking into account all the facts and circumstances 

of the case as the convict has no previous criminal 

history, good conduct in jail and on 

I.bail/parole/furlough, lodgement in open jail, not 

opposed by police, recommendation of welfare 

department, no objection of the victim family, his 

affirmative attitude towards his own reform and 

reformative activities being run in jail, however the 
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board could not reach a consensus, therefore the board 

Defers the premature release of Siddhartha Vashishta 

S/o Venod Sharma.” 

  
While deferring the case of petitioner for re-consideration in the 

next Board, the SRB had taken note of the followings:- 

i) The Petitioner has no previous criminal history 
 

ii) Good conduct in jail  
 

iii) Lodgment in open jail 

iv) Not opposed by police 

v) Recommendation of welfare department,  

vi) No objection of the victim family,  

vii) Affirmative attitude towards own reform  

viii) Reformative activities being run in jail.  

 

It is surprising and requires explanation from the Respondent 

that after giving all positive findings as above, how can the SRB 

defer the case of the Petitioner without assigning any reason 

while releasing 25 other convicts.  

 

Copy of the minutes of meetings of the SRB held on 26-07-

2018 is marked and annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-6. 

Copy of synopsis alongwith reports circulated in respect of the 

Petitioner before the SRB held on 26-07-2018 is marked and 

annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-7. 

 

12. That it is pertinent to mention here that the SRB has not acted 

as per the mandate of SRB Order dated 16-07-2004. The case 

of the Petitioner was eligible in all respect as it complied with all 

the parameters set to qualify for premature release along-with 

the fact that he had undergone more than 20 years in jail. The 

Petitioner's case stood at better footing than most of the cases 

recommended by the SRB for premature release, in its meeting 

held on 26-07-2018. Copy of Order dated 19-09-2018 alongwith 

the synopsis of Life Convicts, who were recommended to be 

released, is marked and annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-8 

(Colly). 
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13. The case of the Petitioner was again placed before the 

Sentence Review Board (SRB) for its consideration in a 

meeting held on 04-10-2018. Once again the case of the 

Petitioner was not recommended to be released despite the 

Petitioner fully qualifying all eligibility and other criteria required 

for recommending the premature release of Life Convicts. 

 
A. A mere reading of the minutes of the meetings and 

the synopsis of the Petitioner placed before the 
SRB, depicts that the decision of the Board appears 
to have been guided by extraneous reasons. The 
rejection and reasons recorded for rejecting the 
case of the Petitioner for premature release are 
contrary to the facts/reports and other material 
placed before the Board.  
 

B. The reasons given by three members 
"Circumstances under which the Crime was 
committed" is not justifiable as the minutes of 
meeting itself reads that the Crime was not 
premeditated and he is not a habitual criminal. 
Therefore the reasoning given by the members is 
unsound on the face of it.  
 

C. The Chief Probation Officer and Ld. ASJ supported 
the premature release of the Petitioner noting the 
following:- 

i) Good jail conduct,  

ii) Lodgment in Open Jail,  

iii) Offence being not premeditated,  

iv) No objection from family of victim  

v) No objection from any other agency.  

 

D. The Chairman of the Board i.e. Hon’ble Minister for 
Home and D G (Prisons) neither opposed nor 
recommended the premature release of the 
Petitioner. 
 

E. It is further respectfully submitted that Chairman 

and Member Secretary did not oppose or 
recommend the premature release of the Petitioner 
then in such circumstances, as per settled law, the 
view favourable to the Convict must be taken and 
four members being not opposed to the premature 
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release, the case of the Petitioner ought to have 
been recommended by the ratio of 4:3 by the SRB.   

  Also as per Para 5 (iii) of SRB Order dated 16-07- 
          2004 the opposition and vote of the Police should  
          not have weighed upon the members of  SRB. 
Copy of the minutes of meetings of the SRB held on 04-10-

2018 is annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-9. 

Copy of synopsis along with Commutation Roll of the Petitioner 

and annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-10. 

 

14. That it is pertinent to mention here that the SRB has not acted 
fairly and as per the mandate of SRB Order dated 16-07-2004 
and has not decided the case of the Petitioner on merits and 
rejected the same in cryptic manner without assigning any 
reason and without considering the facts and material placed 
before the Board. Even on this occasion, the case of the 
Petitioner stood at better footing than most of the cases, which 
were recommended by the SRB for premature release but the 
case of the Petitioner was rejected arbitrarily in its meeting held 
on 04-10-2018. Copy of order dated 07-12-2018 with synopsis 
of Life-Convicts, who were directed to be released by SRB in its 
meeting held on 04-10-2018, is annexed herewith as 
ANNEXURE P-11. 
 

15. That the decisions of SRB in respect of premature release of 
the Petitioner in its meetings held on all three occasions i.e. on 
06-09-2017, 26-07-2018 and 04-10-2018 are bad in law and 
particularly the recommendations of SRB in its meeting held on 
04-10-2018 and the Final Order dated 07-12-2018 rejecting the 
premature release of the Petitioner is bad in law and  are liable 
to be set aside.  
 

16. That the analysis and valuation of the Welfare Officer in case of 
the Petitioner is as under :- 

 

"Analysis & Evaluation for Pre mature Release: 

 

 Convict Siddhartha Vashishta is permanent resident of 

Chandigarh by birth. There are only three members in his family 

wife and parent. He was just married in 2015. 

 

 He spent more than 14 years in imprisonment without remission 

and has earned remission for his excellent work and discipline. 

His incarceration period with remission found over 19 years. 

His overall conduct in jail was found excellent. He has been 

availed parole and furlough more than 25 occasions but he 
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never tried to jump it and he always surrendered before jail 

authority on time. No criminal case is pending against him. He 

does not have a criminal background. Family attitude towards 

him observed positive. He is only son living with his family 

because his brother lives separately and is settled in Delhi. He is 

now 42 years old. There is no one else to look after his wife and 

parent who are old/sick and dependent on him. On the basis of 

his good conduct and behavior he is lodged in Semi-Open jail 

since august 2015. 

 

 The convict while in jail has started an NGO to help the children 

of other poor jail inmates and has supported more than 500 

children of jail inmates to get education and ascertain a better 

future. He is doing good work for society. The efforts of the 

convict have also been appreciated by the division bench of 

The Hon’ble Delhi High Court and also by the Lt. Governor of 

Delhi. (Copy Annexure-1). 

 

 The convict is one of the best examples of reform to come out of 

Tihar Jail, he has not wasted his time during his period of 

incarceration and has used it positively and contributed greatly 

to the jail, in the jail factory and also in the horticulture 

division. He has been awarded a Number of Certificates of 

Appreciation for his Commendable Job and Discipline through 

out his conviction period. 

 

1. Appreciation of the LG of Delhi. 

2. Appreciation by the Delhi High Court. 

3. Special remission from DG (P). 

4. Special remission by DIG Prisons-6. 

5. Certificates of Appreciation-6. 

6. Certificates and Citations-12. 

7. Special remission by Jail Superintendents-10. 

 Copies attached as Annexure-2 

 

 On the basis of the above facts and circumstances the case of the 

convict is recommended for grant of premature release by the 

undersigned. Therefore Social Investigation Report is submitted 

before Hon’ble Members of SRB for further necessary action 

please. 

     -S/d- 

(Vinod Bharti) 

Welfare Officer" 

 

17. That the Hometown Police in its report has mentioned as 

follows:- 

"the convict has availed 16 times parole or furlough till so far 

and the behavior of convict remained satisfactory/good during 
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availing the period of parole/furlough. It may also be added that 

there is nothing adverse against the convict Siddhartha 

Vashishta during this period. Apart from this, the statement of 

the residents have also been recorded in which the residents of 

the locality stated that they have no danger/objection from the 

convict Siddharth Vashishtha. If he is prematurely released 

from the jail as per law laid down by the Government for the 

purpose." 

 

18. That the Delhi/Local Police in its report has mentioned as 

follows:- 

"He has been availing regular parole and furloughs and 

there has not been any adverse impact on law and order 

and security in the area. During previous parole and 

furloughs there has been no complaint from the victim 

party or the witnesses involved. No other criminal case is 

pending against the convict as per record of PS Mehrauli. 

 

Keeping in view the overall conduct of the convict, the 

possibility of committing similar offence appears to be 

remote…"  

  

19. That even as per the Commutation Roll presented before the 

Sentence Review Board (SRB), it is clearly made out that the 

petitioner fulfills all the necessary parameters required to be 

recommended for release by the Sentence Review Board. The 

computation Roll itself is sufficient to make it evident that the 

SRB has wrongly rejected the case of the Petitioner. The 

relevant part of the Commutation Roll placed before the SRB is 

as follows:-  
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BRIEF HISTORY OF OFFENCE MURDER OF A LADY DURING SUDDEN 

ALTERCATION 

                     (NOT PREMEDITATED) 

CATEGORY AS PER SRB 

GUIDELINES 2004/STATE OF 

HARYANA VS JAGDISH 

CASE COVER UNDER 3.1 (PARA-I) 

OF SRB GUIDELINES 

PERIOD UNDERGONE INCLUDING 

UNDERTRIAL PERIOD LESS 

INTERIM BAIL PERIOD (IF ANY) 

AS ON 31.07.2018 

YEARS MONTH

S 

DAYS 

15 04 16 

REMISSION EARNED 05 08 20 

TOTAL PERIOD WITH 

REMMISSION 

21 01 06 

NO. OF INTERIM 

BAIL/PAROLE/FURLOUGH 

AVAILED 

I. BAIL PAROLE  FURLOUGH 

05 09 19 

CONDUCT DURING INTERIM 

BAIL/PAROLE/FURLOUGH 

NOTHING ADVERSE REPOTED 

JAIL CONDUCT DURING LAST 

ONE YEAR (WITH DETAIL OF 

PUNISHMENT) IF ANY 

SATISFACTORY 

OVERALL CONDUCT IN JAIL 

(WITH DETAILS OF PUNISHMENT 

IN J/C) IF ANY 

SATISFACTORY 

DETAILS OF OTHER CASES  

(PENDING/ CONVICTED CASE 

WITH DETAILS) 

NIL 

STATUS OF CO-ACCUSED PRESENTLY NO CO-ACCUSED IN THIS 

CASE 

(A) PRESENT LODGEMENT  

(ORDINARY WARD/S. S. WARD/H. 

S. WARD SEMI OPIN JAIL/OPEN 

JAIL) 

OPEN JAIL 

(B) WITH REASON, IF NOT 

LODGED IN SEMI OPEN JAIL 

N/A 

SKILL/EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 

TRAINING IN JAIL 

JAIL FACTORY, TIHAR HAAT, TEACHING 

ENGLISH, DEGREE IN HUMAN RIGHTS 

AND PERSUING LLB 

FAMILY STRUCTURE & 

RESPONSIBILITY 

OLD AGE PARENTS & WIFE 

HEALTH STATUS NORMAL 

ECONOMIC STATUS GOOD 
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20. That due to the extraordinary conduct in jail, the Applicant was 

shifted to Semi Open Jail on 02-08-2015 and upon being 

satisfied with his work and conduct upon the assignments given 

to the Petitioner, the Petitioner was shifted to Open Jail and is 

lodged in Open Jail since 01-10-2017.  

 

21. That an NGO SVCT was started by the Petitioner in 2009 to 

help the children of Jail Inmates get a decent education, who 

are sometime deprived of the same due to one or both parents 

being in Jail.  

 

22. That even the High Court of Delhi has appreciated the efforts of 

the said NGO run by the Petitioner in a Criminal Appeal No 846 

of 2010 for taking care of three young girls of a Convict 

(Father), who had murdered his wife. The Copy of the Order 

dated 24-09-2013 is annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-12.  

 

23. That the Hon’ble LG of Delhi has also appreciated the efforts 

done by the Petitioner for spreading awareness about cancer 

and gainfully engaging the Tihar inmates and their family 

members. Copy of the appreciation letter dated 15-07-2011 

herewith as ANNEXURE P-13.  

 

(GOOD/AVERAGE/POOR) 

FUTURE PLAN BUSINESS/SOCIAL WORK 

RECOMMENDATION OF POLICE DELHI HOME TOWN 

NOT OPPOSED NO OBJECTION 

RECOMMENDATION OF 

PROBATION OFFICER 

DELHI HOME TOWN 

RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDE

D 

VICTIM RESPONSE NO OBJECTION 

RECOMMENDATION OF 

SUPERINTENDENT OF PRISONS 

RECOMMENDED 
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24. That the petitioner has been awarded certificates of recognition 

and appreciation letters for contribution in various fields of work 

in Tihar Jail. Copies of the certificates of recognition and 

appreciation letters awarded to the Petitioner is marked and 

annexed herewith as ANNEXURE P-14 (COLLY).  

 

25. That it is also worthwhile to mention here that the Jail 

Authorities had written a letter dated 05-03-2018 to the family of 

the deceased for availing financial assistance from the Victim 

Welfare Fund (VWF), to which the family of the deceased 

responded to the Jail authorities stating that they do not require 

any assistance from the Victim Welfare Fund and added that 

they had no objection in case the petitioner is released from Jail 

while considering the long time spent by him in jail and the 

efforts and social work done by the petitioner, being in custody. 

Copy of the letter dated 06-02-2018 written by the Jail 

Authorities and the response dated 05-03-2018  of the sister of 

the deceased is ANNEXURE P-15 (Colly).  

 

26. That the aforesaid SRB Order dated 16-07-2004, vide which 

the SRB came into existence in the National Capital Territory, 

was not being followed by the members of SRB in its letter and 

spirit. Therefore the Division Bench of this Hon’ble Court in a 

Public Interest Litigation (PIL) Writ Petition N0 4863 of 2018 

has been pleased to pass the following directions:- 

 

4. There can be no doubt that the respondents are bound to 

comply with the requirements of Sentence Reviewing Board 

Order dated 16th July, 2004. 

 

5. Our attention is drawn to the judgment dated 5th October, 

2005 passed in WP (Crl.)No.1463/2005 titled Surinder Grover 

vs. State upholding the mandate of the Sentence Reviewing 
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Board guidelines/order dated 16th July, 2004 by the 

Government of NCT of Delhi. 

7 In view thereof, we direct as follows:- 

(iii) The respondents shall ensure that the meeting of Sentence 

Reviewing Board is held at least quarterly in terms of 

requirement of para 2 of the order dated 16th July, 2004 

and ensure that adjudication of the request for premature 

release are scrutinized in the light of the provisions of the 

said Sentence Reviewing Board Order. 

(iv) the Sentence Reviewing Board shall conduct a suo motu 

review of all the sentence of prisoners whose period of 

imprisonment have exceeded the limits of 20 years. 

(v) The Sentence Reviewing Board shall ensure that reasons 

are assigned for the acceptance and rejection of prayer 

for premature release. As and when such orders are 

passed, the same shall be uploaded immediately on the 

website of the GNCT of Delhi. 

(vi) This writ petition is allowed in the above terms. 

 

Copy of the Order dated 03-08-2018 passed in Writ Petition N0 

4863 of 2018 is ANNEXURE P-16.  

 

27. That in light of the above order, the SRB ought to have 

considered the case of the Petitioner as per SRB Order, 

wherein he fulfills all the parameters for premature release and 

has also exceeded 20 years in prison as laid down in para 3.1 

part  1 of the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004. The said fact was 

clearly mentioned in the synopsis, commutation roll of the 

Petitioner placed before the members of SRB and also 

mentioned in the Minutes of the meeting dated 04-10-2018 and 

the same is reproduced below:- 

"CASE COVERED UNDER 

3.1 (Para-I) 
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Minimum 14 years actual and maximum 20 

years with remission and as per Delhi High 

Court Order W. P (Civil) 4863 of 2018 dated 03-

08-2018" 

 

28. From the facts and circumstances of the present petition, many 

issues arise for the consideration of this Court regarding the 

way premature release of life convicts is being conducted by 

the respondents. 

 

29. That the rejection of case of the Petitioner for premature 

release is volatile of his vested rights under the SRB Order and 

as per law, in view of the fact that he fulfills all the requisite 

parameters for premature release set out by the respondents 

themselves 

 

30. That the members, who did not opposed nor recommended the 

premature release of petitioner amounts to recommendation for 

premature release and the case of the petitioner should have 

been recommended for premature release by ratio of 4:3.  

 

31. That the members of SRB were not justified in rejecting the 

case of the Petitioner for premature release despite the 

petitioner having undergone the maximum prescribed sentence 

and fulfilling all parameters as per SRB Order dated 16-07-

2004.  

 

32. That vide Impugned Order F.18/102/2003-Home(G)/Pt-

II/2018/7455 dated 07-12-2018, the recommendations of SRB 

held on 04-10-2018 thereby rejecting the premature release of 

the Petitioner, was accepted. The petitioner herein is 

challenging the same on the -following grounds amongst 

others; as follows:- 
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GROUNDS 

A. BECAUSE the impugned order is bad in law, qua the 

Petitioner and the premature release of the Petitioner 

ought to have been recommended by the Respondent.  

 

B. BECAUSE the SRB is bound by SRB Order dated 16-07-

20014 as it owes its existence to the said Order.  

 

C. BECAUSE the Petitioner’s case is covered under Para 

3.1 Para 1 of the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004, which 

stipulates that the life-convict is entitled to be considered 

for premature release after having undergone 14 years of 

incarceration (without remission) and custody in such 

cases should ordinarily not exceed 20 years (including 

remission). Therefore there must be cogent and 

compelling reasons for the SRB for not recommending 

the case of the petitioner for premature release. In the 

present case, considering totality of facts and 

circumstances and material placed before the Board, it 

makes is crystal clear that the Petitioner fulfills all the 

parameters and should have been recommended to be 

released by the SRB.  

 

D. BECAUSE the SRB failed to consider and evaluate the 

case of the Petitioner for premature release, as per the 

criteria/parameters, laid down by SRB in the minutes 

dated 04-10-2018, which clearly reflects the non-

application of mind by the SRB while dealing the case of 

the petitioner. As stated in the minutes of meetings dated 

04-10-2018, the criteria upon which the cases were 

examined by SRB, as follows:- 

  

SR. PARAMETERS CONSIDERED FACTS OF 
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NO  BY SENTENCE REVIEW 

BOARD (SRB) 

THE 

PETITIONER  

1 Conduct of the prisoner during 

confinement, 

Satisfactory  

2 His/her age, 43 

3 The circumstances under which the 

crime was committed 

(premeditated or spur of the 

moment), 

Not 

premeditated  

4 Nature & gravity of crime, Single murder 

Covered 

under 3.1 

para 1 

5 Whether the convict is a casual or 

habitual offender, 

Not habitual 

offender 

6 His/her antecedents, Not involved 

in any other 

case 

7 Apprehension by his/her family 

members, 

No such 

apprehension 

8 Propensity for committing crime or 

not, 

Nil 

9 Parole/furlough availed Parole 9  

Furlough 19 

10 Conduct during parole/furlough as 

well as in jail, 

Satisfactory  

11 Prospects of post release 

rehabilitation, 

Good  

12 Family responsibilities, Yes  

Old parents 

and wife 

13 The possibility of reclaiming the 

convict as a useful member of 

society 

Good  

14 His socio-economic condition Sound  

 

E. BECAUSE the petitioner qualifies all the aforementioned 

parameters and further the relevant material in respect of 

the Petitioner placed before the SRB is as under:- 

i. Spent 21 years, 01 months and 06 days in jail with 
remission (as on 31-07-2018) 

ii. Covered under clause 3.1 (Para-1) of the SRB 
order i.e. minimum 14 years (without                   
remission) to Maximum 20 years (with 
remission). 

iii. Good conduct in jail and on Interim 
bail/parole/furlough 
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iv. Lodgment in OPEN JAIL.  

v. Earlier remained in semi open jail for more than 
two years 

vi. Police of Home Town and Delhi both have No 
Objection to his release 

vii. Chief Probation officers of Chandigarh and Delhi 
have both Recommended the case. 

viii. Jail has Recommended Premature release  

ix. Awarded more than 20 certificates and letters of 
appreciation. 

x. Hon'ble Delhi High Court has Commended his 
work for welfare of children 

xi. LG of Delhi has praised his work for 
underprivileged 

xii. Has availed Parole /Furlough on more than 29 
occasions.  

xiii. Not a habitual offender.  

xiv. The Petitioner has no previous criminal history 

xv. Crime was not Pre-Meditated 

xvi. Victims family has No Objection if he is released 

xvii. Neighbors have stated that they have no objection 
in case petitioner is released.  

xviii. Excellent conduct in jail 

xix. Affirmative attitude towards own reform  

xx. Reformative activities being run in jail. 

xxi. Efforts of Petitioner’s NGO in providing education 
to poor children and for other social work etc. are 
appreciated by various authorities. 

 

F. BECAUSE the recommendations of SRB dated 04-10-

2018 is cryptic and suffers from non application of mind 

as the same is apparent from mere reading the minutes of 

meetings, where the same one line reasoning is given in 

most cases while rejecting the premature release of most 

convicts and no mention of the parameters laid down by 

SRB itself, are mentioned in the minutes of meeting or the 

final orders passed thereof. 
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G. BECAUSE this Honorable court while deciding a simple 

application of Parole of convicts in custody takes pains to 

pass a speaking order for granting or rejecting the parole. 

Then how can the respondents shirk their responsibility 

and not pass a reasoned and speaking order in the 

serious matter of premature release. 

H. BECAUSE the time and again this Hon'ble Court has 

directed the respondent to pass speaking and reasoned 

order but the respondent have refused to comply the 

same for the reasons best known to them.      

 

I. BECAUSE to hold “de-novo” Trial or modification of the 

sentence of the Life-Convict, at the stage of consideration 

of the case of the petitioner for premature release is bad 

in law and such reasons thereof are liable to be set aside.    

 

J. BECAUSE the case of the Petitioner ought to have been 

dealt with by the SRB in fair and impartial manner and the 

benefit ought to have been extended to the petitioner as 

the case of petitioner stands on much better footing than 

most of the persons recommended to be released by the 

Board. The rejection of the case of the Petitioner suffers 

from inequality and arbitrariness.  

 

K. BECAUSE the extraneous considerations seems to have 

guided the decisions of SRB in as much as the case of 

the Petitioner is concerned. It is worthwhile to mention 

here that despite no adverse report from any quarter, the 

case of the petitioner was not favorably considered and 

special notes are endorsed for rejecting the case of the 

petitioner as an afterthought, clearly indicating that the 

proceedings of SRB is not conducted in a fair and 

impartial manner and is liable to be set aside..  
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L. BECAUSE the Division Bench of this Hon’ble Court Writ 

Petition (Criminal) No 3798 of 2018 titled as Sushil 

Sharma Vs State vide its order dated 21-12-2018 has 

already set aside the common reasoning of SRB 

mentioned hereinabove while releasing the Life Convict 

mentioned at Sr. No. 74 above stating: 

"39. A perusal of the above recommendations of the 

SRB clearly reflect that, the same are cryptic, 

unreasoned, contrary to the material on record and 

non-speaking." 

 

M. BECAUSE  further it is submitted that in the minutes of the 

meeting of SRB dated 04-10-2018 in respect of the 

Petitioner’s case (only) there is a note written “After 

Correction Made By The Hon’ble Chairman” the manner 

in which the petitioner’s case is dealt with differently on 

every occasion, speaks for itself and the reasons thereto 

are best known to the members of Sentence Review 

Board. 

 

N. BECAUSE the two members of the Board namely 

Chairman and Member Secretary have not opposed the 

premature release of the Petitioner in meeting held on 04-

10-2018 and Chief Probation Officer and Judicial Member 

of the Board recommended the premature release of the 

Petitioner. Three Members of the Board namely Principal 

Secretary Home, Principal Secretary Law and Justice and 

Delhi Police opposed the premature release of the 

Petitioner. Therefore in such circumstances, as per 

settled law, the view favourable to the Convict must have 

been taken and the premature release of the Petitioner 

ought to have been recommended by 4:3 by the SRB. 
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However later on due to some corrections mentioned in 

the minutes of meetings the Ratio of Votes was altered to 

reflect 3:2 thereby rejecting the premature release of the 

petitioner and votes of two crucial members was 

conspicuous by their absence while being present in the 

meeting. This further establishes the fact that the case of 

the petitioner is not being examined in a fair and 

transparent manner and the decision of the sentence 

review board is guided by extraneous reasons.  

 

O. BECAUSE such manipulations as referred hereinabove, 

in such a crucial issue while dealing with the life and 

liberty of convict, is wholly illegal and impermissible in law 

and against the human rights and constitutional rights of 

Convicts.  

 

P. BECAUSE the case of the Petitioner is squarely covered 

under the judgment passed in Sushil Sharma Vs State 

(Supra) and the petitioner is entitled to be released.  

 

Q. BECAUSE as per the view taken in Sushil Sharma Vs 

State (Supra), in order to justifiably continue the 

incarceration of Life Convict, beyond the maximum period 

stipulated in the guidelines, it is incumbent upon the State 

to provide cogent and compelling reasons for further 

detention of such life convict. 

 

R. Because as held in Sushil Sharma (Supra) it was further 

held that an authority must be strictly held to the 

standards, by which it professes its conduct to be judged. 

 

S. BECAUSE the SRB, is required to exercise its 

recommendatory function strictly in accordance with the 
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binding principles enunciated in the guidelines, from 

where their discretion emanates.  

 

T. BECAUSE the policy formulated by the Competent 

Authority is binding on the SRB and has to be 

scrupulously observed, adhered to and followed. 

 

U. BECAUSE the Petitioner has crossed the prescribed 

outer limit on 20 years (with remission) in the category as 

defined in SRB Order dated 16-07-2004 and the same is 

clearly noted in the Commutation Roll and Synopsis 

presented before the SRB Members. Therefore further 

detention of the Petitioner in jail beyond the maximum 

prescribed 20 years (with remission), amounts to illegal 

detention and therefore the Petitioner should have been 

recommended to be released on this short ground alone. 

 

V. BECAUSE the petitioner fulfilled the criteria considered 

for premature release on 04-10-2018 as the crime 

committed by the Petitioner was not premeditated, 

petitioner has completed 21 years 01 month and 6 days 

(till 31-07-2018). The Petitioner availed 5 Interim bails, 9 

paroles and 19 furlough (never surrendered late or 

misused the liberty), no crime committed during 

parole/furlough/bail. Hometown Police and Local Police 

have not opposed the Petitioner's release in their reports. 

The petitioner is having continuously good conduct in Jail 

and is lodged in open jail. The Petitioner has been doing 

Social Work in Jail by providing education to the children 

of Jail Inmates. Family of Victim has also not opposed the 

premature release of the Petitioner. Therefore there was 

no occasion for not recommending the premature release 

of the petitioner by SRB but the SRB has acted in a 
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biased, unfair and illegal manner. It is surprising to note 

that the Votes of the Chairman and Member Secretary 

were conspicuous by their absence only in respect of the 

Petitioner  while their votes were recorded in all other 110 

cases, for reasons best known to the SRB. The said act is 

not only illegal but also against the cannons of justice and 

fairness thereby defeating the very object of the SRB for 

which it was notified.  

 

W. BECAUSE had the votes of the Chairman and Member 

Secretary been noted as not opposed then the petitioner 

would have been recommended to be released, as there 

is no reason on record for rejecting the case of the 

petitioner for premature release.  

 

X. BECAUSE extraneous reasons cannot guide the SRB 

Members to arrive at any decision of recommending or 

rejecting the case of any Life Convict.   

 

Y. BECAUSE the members of SRB have to take decision 

after evaluating the material and facts regarding the 

convict placed before it In a fair, impartial and judicious 

manner.  

 

Z. BECAUSE the members of the Board are not permitted to 

take any decision beyond the material placed before the 

Board and by considering extraneous reasons or 

pressure whatsoever.  

 

AA. BECAUSE the Petitioner fulfills all the parameters 

mentioned in the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004.  
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BB. BECAUSE the Board did not examine the case of the 

Petitioner on merits in light of reports received from the 

Police and Probation officer as well as recommendations 

of the Jail authorities, which if examined fairly would have 

led the SRB Members to recommend the case of the 

Petitioner.    

 

CC. BECAUSE the offence committed by the Petitioner was 

not premeditated and the petitioner has shown exemplary 

disciple during the entire incarceration in Jail and while 

being enlarged on interim bail/parole/furlough on more 

than 29 occasions and due to the good conduct and 

discipline, the petitioner was shifted to semi open jail, 

where the petitioner remained for above two years. Upon 

review of the Petitioner's excellent discipline and conduct, 

the Petitioner was shifted to Open Jail since 01-10-2017 

and has continued to maintain unblemished record in Jail, 

in Semi Open Jail and Open Jail throughout the entire 

period of incarceration.    

 

DD. BECAUSE the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004 is held to be 

binding by this Hon’ble Court vide its order dated 03-08-

2018 in a Writ Petition No 4863 and further in Sushil  

Sharma (Supra).   

 

EE. BECAUSE the Petitioner has no such propensity to 

commit crime as he has exhibited excellent discipline and 

conduct while being in Semi Open Jail, Open Jail and 

during parole/furlough, as is also reflected in the reports 

filed by jail authorities, hometown police and local police.  

 

FF. BECAUSE the Board must have kept in view the general 

principles of amnesty/remission of the sentence as laid 
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down by the Government or by Courts as also the earlier 

precedents in the matter. Therefore the rejection of 

premature release of the Petitioner is unlawful, therefore 

the same is liable to be set aside.  

 

GG. BECAUSE as per the SRB Order dated 16-07-2004, it is 

mandated that the Board shall not ordinarily decline a 

premature release of a prisoner merely on the ground that 

the police have not recommended his release.  It is 

pertinent to mention here that the police had not opposed 

premature release of the petitioner in its reports and given 

reasons for the same. But the police officer  opposed the 

premature release of the petitioner in the meeting without 

assigning any reason and opposed premature release of 

the petitioner contrary to its own reports.  

 

HH. BECAUSE while discharging statutory obligation, the 

members of SRB cannot abstain from voting while 

deciding extremely crucial issue of life and liberty of any 

convict in a casual manner.  

 

II. BECAUSE the family member of the deceased had also 

written to the Jail Authority while responding to the letter 

issued by jail for availing Victim Welfare Fund (VWF) that 

they have no objection in case the petitioner is released 

while considering long incarceration of 15 years in jail and 

remorseful attitude of the petitioner and also considering 

the fact that the Petitioner has been doing good social 

work being in jail.  

 

JJ. BECAUSE, the Hon’ble Lieutenant Governor of Delhi had 

also appreciated his efforts through his NGO, SVCT.  
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KK. BECAUSE, this Hon’ble Court had also appreciated his 

efforts through his NGO, SVCT.  

 

LL. BECAUSE in view of the Order dated 03-08-2018 passed 

by the Hon'ble Division Bench of this Hon'ble Court the 

act of SRB while rejecting the premature release of the 

Petitioner, is not only illegal but also contemptuous.  

 

MM. BECAUSE, there was no cogent reason assigned to 

reject the premature release of the petitioner.  

 

NN. BECAUSE in view of the Laxman Naskar Vs Union of 

India AIR 2000 SC 986, if the Government had framed 

any rule or made a scheme for early release of convicts, 

then those rules or schemes would have to be treated as 

guidelines for exercising its power under Article 161 of the 

Constitution. The Apex Court further observed that, the 

Government orders rejecting the prayer for premature 

release of convicts without considering the conduct-

record of the convicts in jail, as well as, their potential to 

further commit crime and the socio economic conditions 

of the convicts’ family, suffered from gross infirmities.   

 

OO. BECAUSE the Hon'ble Division Bench of this Hon'ble 

Court while relying on N.S. Jain vs. the Superintendent 

Central Jail Authority reported as 1985 (9) DRJ 349, 

followed by another Division Bench of this Court in 

Rakesh Kaushik vs. Delhi Administration and Ors. 

reported as 1986 Cri LJ 566, in similar circumstances, 

directed the immediate release of the ‘lifer’ from jail. 
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PP. BECAUSE the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Ram Narayan 

Vs State of Delhi and Others 1953 AIR 277 has 

observed as under:- 

"…….This Court has often reiterated before that those 

who feel called upon to deprive other persons of their 

personal liberty in the discharge of what they conceive 

to be their duty, must strictly and -scrupulously observe 

the forms and rules of the law.……." 

 

QQ. BECAUSE a bare perusal of the recommendations of the 

SRB held on three occasions i.e. on 06-09-2017, 26-07-

2018 and 04-10-2018 clearly reflect that, the same are 

cryptic, unreasoned, contrary to the material on record 

and non-speaking. 

 

RR. BECAUSE  the SRB has been vested with a duty  under 

the extant SRB order dated 16.07.2004 and the same has 

to be exercised in a just and reasonable manner, after 

due and proper consideration of all the relevant material 

on record and that the SRB can exercise its discretion 

only within the parameters described in the SRB Order 

dated 16-07-2004.  

 

SS. BECAUSE the reports of Social Welfare Department, Jail 

Authorities, Police, Family of Victim, social work done by 

the Petitioner during incarceration, conduct of the 

Petitioner during parole/furlough, conduct in Semi-Open 

Jail and Open Jail  clearly and unequivocally allude to the 

reformation  and positive thinling of the Petitioner and the 

same have not been accorded due consideration by the  

members of Sentence Review Board (SRB).  

 

TT. BECAUSE the positive recommendations in various 

reports as submitted hereinabove clearly underline and 
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emphasize the Petitioner's readiness to be reintegrated in 

the society.  

 

UU. BECAUSE the incarceration of the Petitioner in custody 

beyond a period of 20 years, particularly in absence of 

any negative report, does not admit of any legal 

justification or lawful sanction.  

01 

VV. BECAUSE the incarceration of the Petitioner does not 

result in the suspension of all his constitutional rights and 

the petitioner is not denuded of the rights enshrined in 

every person, within the mandate of the guarantee of 

Liberty protected and emphasized under Article 21 of the 

Constitution of India.  

WW. BECAUSE, the impugned order, is otherwise liable to be 

set aside qua the Petitioner, in the interest of justice.  

XX. BECAUSE, the Respondent ought to have recommended 

the case of the petitioner for the purpose of premature 

release. 

YY. BECAUSE the impugned order is bad in law and is liable 

to be set aside.  

 

33. That the Petitioner craves the indulgence of this Hon’ble Court 

to permit the Petitioner to add or amend more or further 

grounds during the course of hearing of the present petition.   

 

34. That the petitioner is left with no other efficacious remedy but to 

approach this Hon’ble Court invoking the writ jurisdiction of this 

Hon’ble Court for relief as per law. 

 
35. That the petitioner has not filed any other or similar writ petition 

either before the Supreme court of India or before this Hon’ble 

Court or any other court of competent jurisdiction.   
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P R A Y E R 

 
In the light of abovementioned facts and circumstances, it is, 

therefore, most respectfully prayed that this Hon’ble Court may be 

please to: 

 
a) Issue appropriate order, directions in the nature of mandamus 

and/or any other writ/order/direction to direct the premature 

release of the Petitioner by setting aside (qua the Petitioner) 

order dated 07-12-2018 (Annexure P-1) thereby accepting 

rejection of the premature release of the Petitioner in the minutes 

of meetings of SRB held on 04-10-2018; in the interest of justice.   

 
b) Pass any other such other further writs or directions as this 

Hon’ble Court may deem fit and proper in the facts and 

circumstances of the case in the interest of justice.  

 

PETITIONER  

(IN CUSTODY) 

Through 

AMIT SAHNI & ASSOCIATES 

Advocates & Legal Consultants  

D-17, LGF, Greater Kailash Enclave-2,  

New Delhi-110048 

Mob:-9990513500, 9212513500 

New Delhi.  

Dated 18-01-2019 
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